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ABSTRACT
Immersive analytics (IA) applications commonly visualize data in AR or VR using stereo rendering and
embodied perspective providing new opportunities for data visualization. Efficient IA systems need to
be complimented with effective user interfaces. With this position paper, we discuss the importance
of effective mapping of interaction modalities to analytics tasks and to prior approaches in previous
AR interaction literature. We use this synthesis to identify often overlooked aspects of AR multimodal
interfaces. These include transitions between interactions, the importance of field of view, issues with
traditional text entry, and employing complementary display types. In identifying these challenges,
we hope to facilitate and guide future work toward interaction best practices for IA.
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INTRODUCTION
Immersive analytics (IA) applications move beyond mouse and keyboard interaction, offering multimodal data exploration. Effective multimodal interaction (i.e., employing multiple channels for
input, such as gesture and gaze) in AR requires sensibly mapping modalities to tasks and considering
synergies between modalities. However, we do not yet have concrete guidance for designing effective
multimodal AR experiences. In this paper, we synthesize recommended mappings from the HCI
literature and identify open challenges for IA interaction. As research in AR multimodal interfaces
(MMI) has gone in disparate directions, we discuss how these mappings have taken shape, where they
need to be rethought and their relevance to tasks in IA. We posit that: a) legacy bias toward menus and
default interaction has hindered optimal mapping of a wider breadth of modalities to tasks, b) many
tasks (e.g., interface-level commands & text entry) may be mismapped, and c) considering transitions
between interactions and displays in MMIs is critical to the integration of novel techniques. This
position paper discusses directions for future AR MMIs for improved usability of IA systems.
TRENDS IN MULTIMODAL AR
To ground our discussion, we synthesized trends in how interaction modalities are mapped to particular
tasks. While this is not necessarily a systematic review of the entire design space, our synthesis provides
preliminary grounded insight into potential modality × task mappings. While prior work in IA has
begun to empirically explore mappings [2], our synthesis builds on broader AR and HCI interaction
literature to provide generalized insight into current knowledge and challenges as they apply to IA.
Three common standards emerged in our survey that summarize current practices in IA interaction:
the use of freehand gesture for object manipulation, lack of controllers, and popularity of menus.
Freehand Gestures for Transform Manipulation: Freehand gestural interaction has frequently been
employed for transform manipulation in AR, allowing users to pick place, scale and rotate objects
directly in the physical space. This type of research has seen considerable attention in AR content
creation—a common testing bed for multimodal interaction in AR [9, 20]. In this context, users will pick
and place virtual objects in the physical environment. In IA, transform manipulations are particularly
important as they allow embodied exploration of data through direct manipulation. For example,
ImAxes allows users to manipulate the positions and orientations of virtual axes representing data
columns to change the 3D visualization layout in VR [6].
While early AR interaction relied heavily on direct gestural interaction, multimodal gaze+gesture
use has dramatically increased since the release of the MS Hololens in 2016. The Hololens’ default
gaze-tap interaction, likened to a mouse click, has dominated modern interaction studies [5] and UI
design for AR system contributions [20]. However, this interaction is not grounded in prior interaction
or gesture elicitation studies [12], leaving IA systems reliant on interaction modalities that are not
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optimized for efficient user experiences. IA systems should consider how to overcome the legacy bias
introduced by the gaze-tap to explore a fuller space of multimodal interactions for object manipulation.
Lack of Controllers: Use of a handheld remote [16] or video game controller [15] could provide
a familiar means of interaction. Despite very heavy usage in VRHMDs, use of handheld remotes
in AR interactions research is almost non-existent. We hypothesize there are two possible reasons
for this: the fact that recent popular ARHMDs do not have an integrated remote or that AR affords
more embodied direct hand manipulation, replacing some of the need for a controller. Gestures and
controllers are not mutually exclusive, but constantly holding a controller may impede use of hands
freely in concurrent tasks (e.g., manipulating real-world objects). Quantified issues of gorilla arm
effect [10] make the haptic feedback and ergonomic comfort of the controller appealing.
Complex visual analytics systems often use many 2D GUI elements for data exploration tasks like
filtering data or changing encodings. Within IA, the familiar use of a remote for interaction with 2D
GUI elements (as on a television or video game console) may be helpful. Without use of a controller,
UIs could consider shortcuts to provide haptic feedback, including attaching 2D menu-based GUIs
to physical surfaces [18]. This would allow the analyst to smoothly transition between expressive
freehand gestural interaction and constrained, precise 2D touch interaction.
Menus: A staple of the WIMP interaction paradigm (Windows, Icons, Menus, Pointers) is the heavy
use of hierarchical menus. These make sense for desktop interfaces and are used in visual analytics
tools like Tableau and PowerBI. With integrated dictation recognition, ARHMDs could in many cases
replace the need for a menu: users can just say what they would want to select. Though this does not
allow for serendipitous discovery of the UI’s capabilities, it could be more efficient, particularly for
expert users, more accessible, and better tailored to embodied interaction [2]. We hypothesize that
with well-integrated voice-based interaction, IA systems could redundantly encode interface level
commands typically presented in menus. This would allow analysts to either visually explore options
to manipulate the view or describe the action to take using natural language query systems like Eviza
[14]. Considering the heavy use of GUI elements such as sliders, radio buttons and menus, IA offers
considerable opportunities for understanding how to design multimodal dynamic query systems.
KEY ISSUES FOR MULTIMODAL IA INTERFACES
While the above synthesis identifies key patterns in interaction design, IA offers unique design
challenges for immersive and multimodal interaction.
Context Transitions
An important consideration for MMIs is how to manage context switches within the UI. MMI design
assumes that particular modalities or combinations of modalities are well-suited to particular tasks
(see Badam et al. for a proposed mapping of affordances [2]) However, as analysts explore data, the
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tasks they need to engage in may change. For example, MMIs can encourage analysts to switch
from primarily gestural interaction when manipulating visualization layouts to primarily voice-based
interaction when filtering or changing encodings.
Context switches are also important to managing interactions at different scales. Research in
particular techniques for dealing with distance in AR have considered remapping the dimensions
of the room [13] and employing raycast techniques [16]. Effective IA displays should leverage these
techniques to facilitate task transitions. This could involve transitioning between the typical room
display and a remapped room with warped dimensions to bring objects within reach or smoothly
transitioning from raycasting techniques to direct hand manipulation. For example, removing a raycast
laser or cursor when the user is within arm’s reach of data points of interest could encourage users to
switch to direct, freehand manipulation. Future MMI research should consider not only the efficiency
of interactions themselves but how to design for context switching.
Dealing with Limited Field of View
Figure 1: ARHMDs have two fields of vision which users need to manage. Visual
search aids should help users deal with
limited field of view where virtual content
can render. Additionally some visual, audio, or haptic feedback could help users
manage the limited field of view for freehand gestures.

Though future headsets could resolve the existing limitation of field of view, interaction designers
should consider designing for narrow field of view when crafting MMIs. Prior work has explored helping
users find specific objects outside of the headset’s field of view [3]. However, these techniques focus
on finding targets, not encouraging exploration. Solutions could include conveying summary statistics
for points outside field of view or guiding users toward unexplored regions of the visualization.
Many headsets make use of outward-facing, on-board sensors for gestural recognition. This design
is beneficial as the headset becomes the only wearable equipment needed for freehand interaction.
However, this design introduces an angular field of view where the user’s hand(s) need to be in
order for the headset to pick up the interaction (Fig. 1). Future interfaces relying heavily on gestural
interaction should help users to understand when hands are in trackable range and when tracking
has been lost. Interface components such as a visual indicator, small vibration, or audio clip could
subtly alert users to lost handtracking. This would help users understand system state, circumventing
issues where users do not understand why continued hand movement does not affect virtual content
or why a gesture performed outside the field of view does not initiate an interaction.
Text Input
Visualization systems often let users freely annotate visualizations or use text for targeted search and
filtering; however, text input is a key roadblock to viable interaction in IA. QWERTY-style keyboards
have long been the accepted means of text input on desktop displays. Legacy bias has preserved
keyboard input in AR despite the lack of haptic feedback and more efficient key layouts [4]. In applying
this keyboard metaphor to HMD-based text entry, some have used the haptic affordances of the
headset, such as the touchpad on the Google Glass [7], to provide a surface against which to interact.
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Others have adapted the keyboard metaphor in novel layouts like a ring [19], better optimized for
HMDs but lacking any haptic feedback.
In many cases, voice input may be well-suited to AR text entry; however, systems would inevitably
need to support corrections [11]. Given the lack of haptic feedback on the virtual keys themselves
when using an HMD and the potential integration with gaze, gestural or remote interaction, this
approach to text entry could be an effective solution for HMD text entry.
Multi-display Systems

Figure 2: Immersive analytics systems can
make use of multiple display types in order to support different analytic tasks and
efficient multimodal interaction. For example, manipulations of the dataset may
be performed on a mobile phone GUI
where the dataset renders in immersive
AR or VR.

Just as some tasks are better suited to interaction modalities, tasks could also be suited to different
display types (Fig. 2). Within the context of IA, pronounced differences in visualization perception and
user behavior indicate tradeoffs of AR, VR and desktop displays for visual analytics [17]. Additionally,
sketching interactions for visualization annotation may be more precise on a secondary display to
complement expressive but imprecise freehand gestures [1]. With proper consideration of tradeoffs
between different immersive displays (similar to the Vistribute framework [8]) and context switches
between them, visual analytics tasks could be bolstered by complimentary display types.
CONCLUSION
Despite significant research on AR multimodal interactions, we do not have accepted best practices
for IA interaction design. With this position paper, we discuss prominent trends and important
considerations of research on AR multimodal interfaces. Continued AR MMI research will need
to consider sensible and suitable mappings of modalities to tasks as well as higher level design
considerations that will allow for effective switching and viable long-term use. For immersive AR to
see widespread adoption for analytics tasks will require continued research to consider the balance of
existing work on interactions with proposal of novel interaction methods and paradigms.
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